
PACE Meeting - 05/02/2024
Present: Sam, Jason, Anna, Andy

Apologies: Fil, Mary

Hedge Planting - Raised by Fil (in absentia)

Q1 - Whether PACE should work towards removing brambles to prepare the area, even if
the hedge planting is to be left to another year when money becomes available for the tree
guards.

Some of the PACE members would be willing to help out as part of a wider work crew,
but who organises this? Playing Fields Association?

Q2 - Is there any money available through the PC to cover the cost of tree guards? Do we
need to consider other fundraising ideas?

Yes we can probably pay for it out of the unused PACE 2023 budget, we need to raise
this in the PC meeting on Wednesday for approval.

Anna suggested we use non-plastic tree guards as she uses them for work and they
are better for the environment. Anna to find the products.

Q3 - If we wish to request free trees from Woodland Trust the application needs to be made
ASAP.

We are fine with that going ahead as long as we involve the Playing Field Association.

PACE newsletter and Powick Times
Sam has put the finishing touches to the newsletter for the PACE section as well as the NDP
section.
Jason has forwarded on content from PACE newsletter, Car Club Flyer, and from Fil onto the
Powick Times inbox, despite there being no reply from them previously (to Jason).

Film evening at Callow End Village Hall - May 2024
Ian Pugh has invited us to co-host a film screening of the film 2040 on Saturday 11th May
2024 starting at 730pm.



He has requested that PACE cover the cost of the licence fee and the disk, and support the
promotion of the event to attract paying attendees.
The costs would be:

- Licence fees £93
- Disk - approx £22
- Advertising - TBD

Previous Action: We have requested if we can delay a decision on this film showing and
get back to Ian by mid-February

Carbon Reduction Plan 2023 Review

Jason presented the skeleton of the presentation to Sam and Andy and made changes
accordingly.
Jason to present on Wednesday to the PC.

Actions:
● Who is going to lead the Hedge planting project at Callow End Playing Fields?
● Anna to provide a link for non-plastic tree guards
● Fil to inform us what needs to happen for the tree ordering
● Sam to contact the Callow End Playing Fields Association regarding our proposal for

the hedge planting
● Jason will lead on the film night event. Jason to contact Ian Pugh and move forward

with hosting the film night in May 2024 at Callow End Village Hall. We are happy to
fund the entire cost of disc and licence, we would prefer it if the entrance fee was free
with the proviso that donations would be very welcome. Need to confirm that he won't
be expecting any further funds from PACE and also what the refreshments/beer/food
situation is for normal films and how can we collaborate on marketing. Where does
he put his flyers and posters? How did he get the flyer in the St johns Newsletter and
what were the costs? Who does he share them with?

● Jason to complete the presentation in time for Wednesday’s meeting and deliver on
the day with an emphasis on discussion generation.

Next PACE Meeting
Tuesday 5th March - 19:00 at Andy’s


